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Apex Benefits Testimony to the Indiana House Financial Institutions and Insurance Committee 

 

The following testimony was given to the House Financial Institutions and Insurance Committee on February 15, 
2023 by Apex Benefits President and CEO John F, Gause. 

Good morning, Chairman Carbaugh, Vice Chair Snow and members of the committee. 

My name is John Gause, and I am the founder of Indiana-based company Apex Benefits. We’re proudly Indiana’s 
largest employer benefits advisory firm. 

Thank you for the opportunity to testify in support of House Bill 1410 which provides health care claims 
transparency within public trusts.   

For 30 years, I’ve deliberately focused my professional career on helping improve the affordability of health care 
for Hoosiers and Indiana-based employers.   

I have a particular passion for helping those who serve the public – including teachers. In fact, three of my seven 
brothers and sisters are retired teachers.  

I have also served on multiple school boards so have seen firsthand the financial challenges these schools face in 
appropriately compensating our teachers and other school staff. 

For 20 years I’ve led the advocacy efforts of Apex Benefits. Advocacy to help employers get the greatest value 
possible from the significant investments they make in their employees.  

And I’ve learned a great deal about the underlying root causes of high costs in our health care system. 

A lack of transparency is one of the most pervasive and often overlooked drivers of high costs. 

Over the years, Apex has received requests from many school systems to help them contain their costs of health 
care.  

Particularly, school systems that obtain their health care benefits through a Multiple Employer Welfare 
Arrangement, or MEWA Trusts, have noticed issues when they compare their costs to other schools. 

Over 130 Indiana public schools participate in MEWA trusts.  

Most joined these trusts several years ago upon the advice of their benefits advisor with the promise to help 
control costs. And some are beginning to learn the promise of lower costs is not being met and their ability to 
explore competitive options is virtually non-existent.  

Other schools have considered joining public trusts, but the lack of claims transparency is a common red flag for 
many.  

A couple years ago, I was asked to testify on this matter of transparency, and I made a courtesy call to my neighbor 
who happens to be an attorney working extensively in this space.  

The conversation ended with us respectfully disagreeing, but I’ll never forget one thing I heard. “John, some of 
these schools have not seen their claims data in decades.”  

I thought to myself – well you just made my point.  
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Additionally, I’ve seen an email from a public-school trust advisor in which they stated [quote] “Not providing 
individual group experience is a cornerstone for successful trusts.” [end quote]  

I don’t know how this advisor defines success, but their motive seems to prioritize their own success and profits 
rather than creating deep and sustainable cost savings for schools. 

Please understand, this self-serving nature isn’t true for all trusts.   

Most commercial trusts like the IBA Group Insurance Trust and some public trusts like AIM’s trust for cities & 
towns provide member employers access to data to help create improvements in health and reduce costs.   

Over the past several years, I’ve occasionally been asked if bills like 1410 are solving a problem that doesn’t exist.  

It’s my belief and my testimony that a problem does exist. 

Using public school trust financial data reported to the Indiana Department of Insurance, a study of the cost of 
benefits demonstrated these schools and their employees paid 24% more than similar schools outside the trusts 
for healthcare benefits. 

That sure seems to me like a problem worth solving.  

One fundamental problem is that schools do not have anyone representing their interests. They are relying upon 
the Trust attorneys and benefit advisers whose duty is to represent the Trusts – not the independent members.  

If the objective of the Trust is to keep everyone in it – then, as their advisers might say, don’t give the members 
transparency into their claims data.  

But logically, trust members should want access to their data, and I would argue they have a fiduciary 
responsibility to both their teachers, employees and taxpayers to request it.  

In 2009 the Indiana Department of Insurance issued Bulletin 174 which requires all insurance companies to provide 
claims data to all groups with over 51 employees.  

But MEWA Trusts were able to avoid this legislation because they are self-funded and not subject to Indiana 
statute.  

Again – this sure seems like part of the problem worth solving.  

In closing, I want to share one example of the life-changing savings that can be achieved when there is 
transparency in health care claims. 

Just last year, Apex worked with a 400-employee Indiana company where a child on the plan needed to receive a 
series of medical infusions to survive.  

In our monthly review of the client’s claims, we noticed the claim for $54,000 – and that was for just one weekly 
infusion. This infusion will be required weekly for the next several years to give this child a future. 

I’ll save you the math – this is a $2.8-million-dollar annual cost.  

Our team of pharmacists quickly determined that the acquisition cost of this drug was, in fact, just $11,000 – not 
$54,000.  
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Without access to claims data, we would never have been able to uncover this markup. And we would not have 
been able to negotiate with the hospital – down to charging just $12,000.  

So, transparency into claims created savings for this employer of over $2.2 million dollars. And likely eased the 
financial stress of this family. Unnecessary in such a difficult time. 

I ask you to just imagine what a school could do with that kind of savings.  

I know from our experience serving Indiana school systems, that they all unfortunately have plan members with 
serious medical issues that result in high-cost claims. I just hope, they’re not as egregiously priced. 

Transparency and competition will not destroy these Trusts, it will make them better. And possibly even change 
lives. 

Thank you for your time this morning. 

I am available for any questions you may have. 
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